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Her vocals are unaltered channeled healing songs from the angelic realm that speak directly to the soul of

the individual, connecting the body, heart and mind. 6 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Healing, NEW AGE:

Meditation Details: Love Surrounds You CD The Power of Sound In the ancient world, the most powerful

vehicle for spiritual, mental and physical healing was the human voice in song. Today this tradition

continues in indigenous cultures where healers use music to create mental and physical harmony.

Peruvian shaman and native American medicine people heal with medicine songs; Tibetan shaman heal

with toning mantras; Greenland?s Eskimos settle arguments with song. Song for healing is a

time-honored medium, which is only now gaining recognition in western medicine. Science reveals that

our universe is created through patterns of frequency. All of existence-that which exists on the spiritual,

mental and physical planes- is moving and vibrating. This vibration is felt most tangibly through the

human voice in song. Sound vibration is a nutrient to the body. Research has shown that when we lack

certain sound frequencies we can become ill. One of the most powerful ways to bring a person back into

balance is to sing the missing sound frequencies that correspond to the person?s brain wave frequencies.

The body receives the vibrations, which in turn activate the control center of the brain that promotes

healing. What indigenous people knew thousands of years ago is being documented today: Sound heals.

The Love Surrounds You CD Lorna DiMeo created Love Surrounds You to bring the healing power of her

music to you. She is a classically trained pianist, a psychotherapist and a healer. As she became involved

in the study of shamanism she found herself singing. At first she began to sing in the shaman workshops,

then she began to sing to her gravely ill patients, until finally she is singing to everyone. Lorna soon

realized that her voice is a healing instrument that speaks directly to the soul of the individual helping to

connect the body, heart and mind. This CD was born out of the encouragement of Lorna's patients and
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friends to record the songs that she sings to them. Her songs are channeled from the upper realms, with

angels surrounding her as she sings. Each song resonates at a frequency that promotes the healing of

ailments such as a broken heart, an inability to speak one?s truth, a mind filled with anger, a body filled

with tension, a heart full of despair. The songs align the centers of the body and release energy

blockages that often underlie physical illness. The vocals you hear have not been altered. Lorna rattled as

she sang and used a different rattle for each song as spirit dictated. Once the songs were recorded

additional instruments were added as each called to her to be included. Listening The optimal way to

listen to these songs is to find a quiet comfortable place to either sit or lie, and close your eyes. For some

it is helpful to focus on an intention such as releasing sadness, attracting a partner, or finding a better job.

Others prefer to have the spirit move them. State your intention and then let it go. Give yourself over to

the music and allow yourself to float. Experience the impact of the song on your body. Feel your heart

unfold and your spirit soar to the upper realms. Feel the peace and quiet that resides in your soul. This is

my gift of song to you.
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